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From the pavilion 
 

       

 

 

 

 

With or without apex 

Year of creation XII-XV century Type of cut 

-------------------- 

Primitive, emerald and 

brilliant pre-cut 

Number of 

veneers 

Total 
9 or 10 

Top 
5 

Bottom 
4 or 5 

Features 

general 

table cut of the diamond would not have been so difficult for the ancients to 

understand. On an octahedron, the apex represents a four-point cut orientation, so 

regardless of how the octahedron ended, the diamond grit would successfully grind 

the tip into a rough plank facet. 

Once the diamond lost its mythological invulnerability, suggested, for example, by 

the name itself that derives from the ancient Greek a-damas , meaning not tamable , 

the practice of processing began . Probably, precisely in this historical juncture, the 

gem also lost the initial a , and from adamante it passed to diamond . The first stones 

in the form of pointed cuts , the cutters realized that their actions had an influence 

on the beauty of the finished stone. The angles of the pavilion's facets were shown to 

be directly related to the stone's ability to return light in the direction of the viewer's 

eyes. One facet on the table immensely improved the appearance of a stone. 

History 

 

The table cut was invented or introduced in Europe around 1400. Its origin is not well 

known and its presumed authorship is disputed by European, Middle Eastern or Indian 

lapidaries. 

There are glass imitations, which copy table- cut stones , in a pair of belt buckles 

adorned with a blue and a white gem. They had perhaps been made to replicate 

stones of greater value such as sapphire and diamond. The buckles, of which there 

is no precise information, date back to the 13th-14th century and were discovered in 

Persian territory ( present-day Iran ). 

In the first half of the 15th century, the main regular shapes of most cut diamonds 

were pointed and planked , both shapes were based on the octahedron. For the 

most part, these were small stones used as accents to complement large, colorful, 

cabochon-cut stones. The emerald cut is a table cut evolution. The cut of the emerald 

was first recorded in the engagement ring of Mary of Burgundy. This symbol of union 

was given to her by the Archduke Maximilian of Austria in 1477 . The ring was set with 

a pointed cut diamond and "M" shaped table diamond pieces. This event is likely to 

have started the diamond engagement ring tradition . 
table cuts became fashionable around 1500, many pointed cuts were transformed 

according to this new style. Both types were often equipped with reflective foils at 

the bottom to maximize light return. During the transition from the Renaissance to the 

Baroque period (from 1600), the Taglio a Tavola gradually lost its popularity and was 

replaced by more elaborate styles, such as the Rosa and the predecessors of the 

Brilliant Cut. 

Paintings: 

Since practically all ancient diamonds were eventually re -cut, evidence of these 

stones can often only be obtained from paintings of the time. Among the accurate 

paintings of this genre are those by an artist named Hans Mielich . Somewhere 



 

 

between 1552 and 1555 he painted the jewelry collection of Duchess Anna of Austria 

(1528-1590), wife of Albert V of Bavaria, with a great eye for detail in precious stones. 

 

Name : of uncertain origin, relating to the ancient extinct (Oscan) Umbrian language 

(VII-I century BC) tafle "at the table". Certainly passed from the Latin Tabula, from the 

root of origin Greek Ta = to spread, to be spread ( tany -mai = to spread) and the 

suffix -bula (to speak). Some see the etymology of the word go back to the root Stab 

(as in stable). Curiously, both in English ( table , from old French ) and in Italian (tabula 

/ tavola), the term began to run around the 12th century. 

The term has remained up to the present day and indicates the central facet, the 

upper part of the crown in the cut of the precious stones. 

Other names : a tabla, tabula. 

In English : Table Cut 

Facet process The first cuts at the table were, in fact, bipyramidal- shaped cuts with one tip 

completely removed and the other transformed into a flat apex. (the tip was 

removed on both sections, the upper and the lower one, with the difference that the 

upper one was much wider, while the one at the base of the gem was smaller, it 

reduced its depth, making the larger stones easier to fit and wear and reducing the 

risk of chipping of the lower vertex. 

Variations : mirror cut . In this type of processing the table was much larger in size, so 

as to have the appearance of a reflecting mirror. 

Extravagant shapes with a flat tip instead of the usual tip were called Coxcomb 

(rudder comb?), Calf's Head (calf's head), etc. These were, in effect, variations of the 

popular Taglio a Tavola . 

The Burgundian Cut _ _ 

However, not all diamond crystals are octahedral. Dodecahedral crystals are 

commonly found and were treated the same way by 16th century diamond cutters. 

Irregularities would be smoothed and faces smoothed. When a dodecahedron is 

oriented with four faces facing up, a design called the Burgundian Point Cut emerges 

Weight retention Variable Popularity (markets) Fallen into disuse 

Famous stones: Shah Jahan Table Cut Diamond : Records indicate that the Shah Jahan table cut 

diamond dates back to the classical period of the Mughal Empire (1556-1707) . This 

particular stone is a very distinctive 56.71 carat, octagonal, light pink and table cut 

diamond . A portrait of Shah Jahan painted by Nadir uz -Zaman hangs in the Victoria 

and Albert Hall Museum in London. Rendered in 1616-17, this painting depicts him 

holding a sarpech (turban ornament) set with precious stones. 

The diamond Large table (Grand Table in French, now missing ) was reported for the 

first time by the gem merchant Tavernier, in 1642. It weighed, according to the 

relative historical documentation, 242.31 carats, was pale pink and from it were 

obtained the famous Darya-i- noor and the Nur - ul - ain in the early 1800s. 

Guilhou Renaissance Diamond , dating from the 16th century. 

 

  

 

 


